Leaflet Distribution Services at Locals ‘R’ Us Offers
Affordable, Effective Solution
Locals ‘R’ Us provided peronalised and customised marketing solutions for small business that helps them take on
the competition.

Creating visibility is one of the greatest difficulties new and small business owners encounter. Locals ‘R’ Us owner, Joe Talia, relieves the stress of
creating brand recognition and awareness through the company's leaflet distribution campaigns and letterbox distribution services.
Both techniques are affordable and highly cost effective. Many entrepreneurs and small business owners make the mistake of trying to market on a
global scale via social media outlets. In the desire to stimulate sales, most forget that their primary customers will come from local sources in the early
stages. The company also provides micro business growth strategies.
Leaflets and letterbox distribution is a tried and true technique that introduces individuals to the business brand, what the company has to offer, and
provides information in a clear and succinct manner. It’s always beneficial to highlight any discounts or special offers that the business may be
offering.
The leaflet walkers Brisbane services available through Locals ‘R’ Us utilizes the client’s own logos and information. Leaflets can be targeted to
specific areas, demographics, or market segments depending upon the needs of the business owner. The services are advantageous for assisting
small businesses compete effectively with established enterprises.
Leaflets are marketing materials that allow for flexible design options and they’re visually appealing. Even with production costs and manpower to
distribute the leaflets, it’s still a much more affordable way to acquire new customers than other methods. Studies have shown that 48 percent of
leaflet recipients respond to the ads, while 79 percent of individuals typically keep them to pass on to friends and family members that may be
interested.
Locals ‘R’ Us is helping entrepreneurs and small business owners increase awareness and visibility of their endeavors at the local level. The leaflet
distribution and letterbox distribution Brisbane Southside services are far more affordable than digital methods and is one of the most effective types of
marketing available for small enterprises.
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